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Tutor completing formative feedback: Karen Outram 
 

Student number: Xue Ling Teh 

Details of any extensions etc: 
 
 

Submission Attempt: 
Formative  

Thank you for submitting your formative. 
 
There isn’t a great deal of content in your formative and so there isn’t a lot for me to feedback on. Noted 
you have completed a basic word count ‘per section’ that you have managed to list in your formative. It is 
actually more about planning how the timing of the 15 minutes you have for your oral presentation plays 
out per section and so please consider this for the summative itself. You do have a title planned out and so 
for the actual summative discussion, ensure you have a very focused approach to research and content that 
reflects this title. Please refer to your online unit materials, when it comes to planning your actual final 
summative, so that you can reflect exactly what the summative requires. Your submission must be fully 
cited, long referenced and have a critical discussion occurring. Please also see guidance below for additional 
support: 
 
 
General advice to all students: 
Remember to cite on your power presentation, in your transcript and also orally cite in your oral 
presentation for this summative. Ensure that you have a long list of references in alphabetical order on your 
power at the end of the presentation and at the end of your transcript. Please refer to seminar 5 if you are 
unsure about any of these details. 
 
 
*The comment is added to every student formative feedback sheet: Please ensure that when you 
complete your summative submission for the Research Proposal Presentation, that the research, content 
and context is COMPLETELY DIFFERENT to your Literature Review. This is for several reasons; you need to 
avoid self-plagiarism, [if content is close to or similar to the Literature Review TURNITIN will detect this], a 
summative can only be graded once and so if your LT and RPP are too similar theoretically it is the same 
piece of work and summative academic work has to ‘build’ upon research so that every summative 
submission is different from the previous summative submission. This is a standard academic rule in all 
academic writing/summative submission. And so, you can ‘build’ upon your subject from the Literature 
Review to the Research Proposal Presentation, but it MUST different from the Literature Review. 
 
The burden of ensuring each summative is ‘new’ rests with the student, and so please do observe the above 
when completing all summative submissions, thank you. 
 
*Please also ensure that you engage with critical analysis in your content, and you debate a ‘pros’ and 
‘cons’ perspective for your research, in your RPP summative. 
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Wishing you the best of luck now for your actual summative submission, 
 
With best wishes 
 
Karen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


